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F all of ’99 got off to a great start for the Collegeof Agricultural, Food and Life Sciences! TheCollege led the campus in enrollment increases,
on a percentage basis, again this year. Undergradu-
ate enrollment, for the second consecutive year, is
up by more than 12 percent, overall enrollment is
up 8.7 percent over last year. The Carnival of Clubs
started everyone off on the right foot for the new
academic year. So many exciting things are happen-
ing — I’ll mention just a few highlights.
The faculty and administration have adopted a
new management plan for 1999-2004 — a plan that
emphasizes development of the College to meet
growth demands and to provide the quality of
learning environments our students deserve.
“Classrooms for Tomorrow: A Strategic Initiative” has been adopted as the
priority from the plan. A group of alumni and friends of the College have
formed a Leadership Council and pledged to help secure funds to renovate
and modernize our classrooms and auditoriums, especially those in the
Agriculture and Home Economics buildings. Donors are being sought to
support the renovations, and the classrooms
and lecture halls will bear the names of those
contributors in recognition of their support for
our programs. Dennis Robertson, executive
vice president of Farm Bureau, has agreed to
serve as the first chair of the group, and
Howard Young, distinguished alumnus for
1998 and former executive vice president of the
Arkansas Cattlemen’s Association, has agreed to be vice chair. Already we
owe this group great appreciation for their volunteer efforts.
The distance education initiative was launched this fall with four courses
being offered via compressed video to various locations across the state.
Already plans are being laid to offer another set of courses this spring when
the new distance education classroom will be ready for use. The slogan of the
Division of Agriculture, “Arkansas is Our Campus,” is becoming a reality in
the changing relationships of the College with its students — more and more
of whom are not on this campus.
Undergraduate research is receiving more emphasis in the College. Small
seed grants are being made available to students and professors who elect to
partner in research efforts. A journal of undergraduate research is being
planned. Gamma Sigma Delta has volunteered to develop the first issue of the
journal. In a related activity, a group of faculty are developing an implementa-
tion plan for a revitalized Honors Program for the College.
The College history book is now available. It is a good read. The book
illustrates accomplishments of the past and drives home the idea that we can
make the future brighter and more productive than the past. It is recom-
mended reading for every alumni, student, faculty and friend of the College.
And there is much, much more underway in the College and on the
University of Arkansas campus. We hope each of you will find a way to enjoy
the activities and progress and become more active in the affairs of the
College.
Year 2000
and beyond
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JUST DO IT!
Following the popular Nike slogan, the DBCAFLS Alumni Society
developed an aggressive strategic plan to benefit our College and its
students and to encourage alumni involvement. Participation of the
current Board members and Society members has kept the time goals
and objectives on a successful track. Dale Reed, current Society presi-
dent, mentioned our plan in his message published in the spring edition.
Here’s more...
Board members Tina Teague, Don Freeman, Dale Reed and I served
as the Strategic Planning Committee. With the assistance of Diane Jones,
we have begun to define our organization, develop an operating style
and philosophy and establish goals for informational materials for our
members.
Don McCaskill has worked diligently to support development efforts
of the College. One of our objectives included responsibilities to estab-
lish and influence fund raising, constituency building and developing
industry relationships.
Lawson Hembree
provided insight on fund
raising. Don also worked
with Dean Scifres to
initiate the CAFLS
Leadership Council. This
global group promises to emerge as a force that will affect the College in
many ways. A primary initiative of the Leadership Council is the Class-
rooms for Tomorrow campaign.
Bill Bowden presented a plan to build a support group across the
nation. With coordination from Diane Jones, our objective to increase
members and visibility has a good start. We will continue to be available
to promote the College and the Society.
Our last objective was to develop Recognition Programs for students
and faculty. Tina Teague outlined a progressive approach to recognize
the “best of our best” by recommending criteria for the award process.
These are the “highlights” of our current efforts. Many more people
have worked with us on details of each of our objectives. I hope you
recognize an alum I mentioned. The complete list of the current Board
of Directors is printed on page 2. Feel free to contact any one of us and
ask what we are doing.
We encourage all alumni to get involved. As our membership
continues to grow, we need leaders to step up to Board positions. Are
you one?  We need your help on any of our committees. If you have a
special interest or talent for one of the objectives, let us know!
Don’t hesitate… JUST DO IT!
Glenyce Estes Feeney
President-Elect, DBCAFLS Alumni Society
Glenyce Feeney is System Director, Nutrition and Food Services,
Baptist Health Center, Little Rock.
Cover photo —  Bumpers College
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Do you know
a great grad?
Dean Charles J. Scifres
has called for nominations
for the Outstanding Alum-
nus Award to be given at
commencement.
If you know a graduate
of the College who has
made significant contribu-
tions to their profession or
community, call the Dean’s
Office, 575-4446, and ask
for a nomination form. The
nomination deadline is
January 14, 2000.
Dear Alumni
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execute the Classrooms for Tomorrow
campaign to modernize classrooms and
auditoriums and add new information
technology learning tools.
“Our mission is to prepare students
for an extremely challenging future full
of opportunity. In order to accomplish
that mission, we must provide the most
modern classrooms equipped to take
advantage of new information technolo-
gies,” the dean said.  ■
A lumni and friends organized aCollege Leadership Councilthis summer in response to a
call from Dean Charles J. Scifres for
help with development efforts.
Volunteers who met with adminis-
trators and faculty this summer and fall
were named to the College Leadership
Council executive committee. The
committee elected Dennis Robertson
of Little Rock chair and Howard
Young of Atkins vice chair.
Robertson is Arkansas Farm
Bureau executive vice president. Young
is the 1998 distinguished alumnus and
former Arkansas Cattlemen’s Associa-
tion executive vice president.
Other members are Mark Bryles,
BSA ’54 MS ’67, of Blytheville, Adams
Land Co. agronomist and 1997
distinguished alumnus; Dale Reed,
BSA ’75, Alumni Society president and
owner of Gillett Grain Services; Rick
Rorex, BSAGE ’80 MSAGE ’81,
Riceland Foods vice president in
charge of the co-op’s Jonesboro
division; and Jim Clower, executive
vice president of the Arkansas
Cattlemen’s Association.
“The College belongs to the
people, and we are asking Arkansas
citizens to help us develop and shape
it,” Dean Scifres said. “These alumni
and friends have committed their
valuable time and resources to helping
us grow the College. Additional
members will be added over time.”
Robertson said, “The state needs a
strong College of Agricultural, Food
and Life Sciences on its flagship
University campus. Dean Scifres and
the faculty have increased enrollment
by 12 to 15 percent each of the past
two years. We want to help build on
that momentum.”
The committee is helping plan and
Leadership Council helps grow the College
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL — Dean Charles J. Scifres (left) meets in the new Distance Education
classroom in the Poultry Science Center with four members of the College’s new Leadership
Council executive committee: Jack Justus (second from left), Mark Bryles, Dennis Robertson and
Howard Young.
The goal of expanding the College’s Hospitality and
Restaurant Management program and adding a tourism
component in the School of Human Environmental
Sciences is gaining support from industry leaders.
Dean Charles J. Scifres, HES Director Stephen
Jorgensen and College Leadership Council Chair
Dennis Robertson, who is executive vice president of
the Arkansas Farm Bureau Federation, met Oct. 25 at
Embassy Suites in Little Rock with Mike Chouri,
Holiday Inn, Northwest Arkansas; Thad Clark, Embassy
Suites, Little Rock; Montine McNulty, executive
director of the Arkansas Hospitality Association; and Joe
David Rice, tourism director for the Arkansas Parks and
Tourism Department.
Dean Scifres said, “The group agreed to form a
working committee to identify members of a larger task
force to begin the planning and development work.”
Jorgensen said, “Our vision includes a substantial
endowment built from private and public funding for a
facility and faculty that will be a source of pride for the
University while providing management training for
students.”
Jorgensen said there are models for such programs on
campuses where students help manage lodging and food
service facilities or work in cooperation with privately
owned hotels and resorts.
Industry leaders help plan hospitality program expansion
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The relationship between student
and teacher is, and always will be, the
key to successful learning in Bumpers
College. However, to get the most
from their University experience,
students also need access to modern
technology in a setting conducive to
learning.
New learning tools are provided in
new buildings, such as the John W.
Tyson Building of the Center of
Excellence for Poultry Science, the
Harry R. Rosen Alternative Pest
Control Center, and the Pauline
Whitaker Animal Science Center. The
new tools in those buildings are also
needed in existing buildings con-
structed in the 1930s, ’60s and ’70s.
The College is conducting a
Classrooms for Tomorrow campaign
— a concentrated effort supported by
the new College Leadership Council
(see related story) to renovate and
update existing classrooms and labora-
tories in older buildings.
The U of A Division of Agriculture
provided a Classrooms for Tomorrow
cornerstone contribution of $100,000
as seed money for a distance education
classroom in the Agriculture Building.
The first distance ed room is in the
Poultry Science Center. (See related
story.) Other potential donors have
expressed interest in naming opportu-
nities for designated rooms and
facilities.
Donations in any amount from
alumni and friends are essential to the
success of the campaign. Our friends
in industry, charitable foundations
and government are much more
responsive when we can show wide-
spread grassroots support.
Your gift will help provide
renovations and new furniture,
addition of fiber optics cable for
access to advanced information
technology, and audio-visual equip-
ment. The largest expense is for the
wiring and other infrastructure to
accommodate current and future
technology.
Improvements are targeted for
the Agriculture, Animal Sciences,
Plant Sciences, Home Economics and
Food Science buildings.
For information on naming
opportunities and other Classrooms
for Tomorrow details, contact Dean
Charles J. Scifres, Associate Dean
Randy Luttrell, or any member of the
College Leadership Council executive
committee.
Make your tax-deductible
contribution payable to University of
Arkansas and mail it to:
Classrooms for Tomorrow
Dean’s Office
205 Agriculture Building
University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, AR 72701
‘Classrooms for Tomorrow’
campaign underway
Distance education
builds momentum
The Division of Agriculture slogan,
“Arkansas is Our Campus,” also applies
to Bumpers College, which has launched
a comprehensive distance education
program.
Dean Charles J. Scifres said, “The
goal is to offer courses for degree
seeking students, continuous learning
opportunities for our citizens and
continuing education for industry. When
fully developed, the program will
provide ‘next-level’ learning opportuni-
ties for Arkansans at every career stage.”
Four courses were offered this fall,
and five are set for spring in cooperation
with other campuses in ACTA (Arkansas
Consortium for Teaching Agriculture),
which includes 12 two-year and four-
year campuses. Courses are also available
at the Cooperative Extension Service
headquarters in Little Rock.
“Associate Dean Randy Luttrell and
the faculty are to be commended for
seizing this grand opportunity,” the dean
added.
The College and Division of Agri-
culture are equipping a distance educa-
tion classroom in the Poultry Science
Center with the latest compressed
interactive video (CIV) technology,
which allows teacher and students at all
locations to see and speak to each other.
A second CIV classroom is planned for
the Agriculture Building as part of the
Classrooms for Tomorrow campaign.
Contact Randy Gottfried, 575-
3471, <rgottfri@comp.uark.edu> for
information on courses and locations.
Courses planned for spring and
teachers are Pest Management by Max
Meisch, Tom Yazwinski, Gene Milus and
Dick Oliver; Intro to Plant Science by
David Longer; Food Safety and Sanita-
tion by Mike Johnson; Advanced Child
Development by Sue Martin; and
Gerontology by Jean Turner.
The offerings this fall were Parent
and Family Dynamics by Steven Dennis,
Child Development by Sue Martin,
Principles of Experimen-
tation by Ron McNew
and Philosophy of Agricul-
tural and Extension
Education by George
Wardlow.  ■
CIV CLASSROOM — George Wardlow teaches a distance education class in
which some of his students attend on the Fayetteville campus and others
participate from remote sites in Little Rock and Hope using compressed
interactive video techology.
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New Faculty
food industry as well as a background
in university teaching and research in
lipid metabolism and x-linked immuno-
deficiency diseases.
Rong Murphy, research assistant
professor, Biological and Agricultural
Engineering, has B.S. and M.S. degrees
in industrial microbi-
ology from China
and two M.S.
degrees in food
science and chemical
engineering and a
Ph.D. in chemical
engineering from the
U of A. She previ-
ously worked for a
bioengineering
company and has
research interests in
thermal processing, food safety and
process modeling.
Kenneth Korth, assistant profes-
sor, Plant Pathology, comes from the
Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation,
Ardmore, Okla. His B.S. degree is from
the University of Nebraska, and his
Ph.D. is from North Carolina State. He
uses new methods of biotechnology to
study molecular mechanisms of plant/
insect interactions and enzyme regula-
tion.
Jennie and Michael Popp, who are
married, and Andrew McKenzie, are
new assistant
professors in
Agricultural
Economics and
AgriBusiness.
Dr. J. Popp is
working on the
economics of
sustainable soil use
in row crops and
animal waste
management. She
was a Peace Corps
advisor
to agricultural cooperatives in Togo,
West Africa. She has a B.S. from the
University of Scranton and M.S. and
Ph.D. degrees from Colorado State.
Dr. M. Popp returns to the U of A
after several years absence to resume
research and teaching in farm and agri-
business management with an emphasis
on risk management. His undergradu-
ate degree is from the University of
Manitoba, his M.B.A. from the Univer-
sity of Colorado at Boulder,
and his Ph.D. from Colorado State.
Dr. McKenzie was born in England
and earned his bachelor’s degree at the
University of Dundee and his M.S. at
Stirling University, both in Scotland.
Before pursuing his Ph.D.
in economics at North Carolina
State, he worked for M&A
Analysis in London. His research
includes modeling price dynamics
of Arkansas commodity markets
and use of futures and options.
New on the Food Science
faculty are assistant professor Ya
Jane Wang and research assistant
professors Wade Yang and Terry
Howell.
Dr. Wang has a B.S. degree
from the National Taiwan
University, an M.S. from the University
of Minnesota and a Ph.D. from Iowa
State. Her research focus is on carbohy-
drates and their interactions with other
food constituents during processing and
storage.
Dr. Yang earned bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in food engineering in
China, an M.S. from the University of
Manitoba and a Ph.D. in bioresource
engineering from the University of
Saskatchewan. His research focus is rice
drying, milling and quality assessment.
Dr. Howell is a native of Amarillo,
Texas, with B.S. and M.S. degrees in
agricultural engineering from Texas
A&M. His Ph.D. in biological systems
engineering is from the University of
Wisconsin–Madison. He is researching
rice storage and value-added food
processing.  ■
A dozen new faculty members
have joined the College since last fall.
Stephen Jorgensen arrived in
August as director of the School of
Human Environmental Sciences and
assistant dean of Bumpers College. He
was associate dean in the College of
Human Sciences at Texas Tech, which
has one of the largest and most
innovative human sciences programs.
An Iowa native, he received his B.A.
from Hamline University and his
Ph.D. in family sociology from the
University of Minnesota. He is presi-
dent of the National Council on
Family Relations.
Kathy Smith, MS ’93, Apparel
Studies instructor, has an A.A.S. degree
from the Fashion Institute of Technol-
ogy and a B.S. from Ohio State. She
teaches retail product development.
Jennifer Webb, assistant
professor, Interior Design, has
bachelor’s and master’s
degrees from the University of
Tennessee and a Ph.D. in
human environmental sciences
from Oklahoma State. She is
an NCIDQ certified interior
designer and holds a gerontol-
ogy certificate. The influence
of the built environment on
human behavior, especially in
the elderly, forms the core of
her research.
Marjorie Fitch-Hilgenberg, BS
’74 MS ’76, assistant professor in the
Food, Human Nutrition and Hospital-
ity program, is a registered dietician
with a Ph.D. in nutrition science from
the University of Wisconsin–Madison.
She has corporate experience in the
Wade Yang (left), Ya Jane Wang
and Terry Howell
Rong Murphy and
Kenneth Korth
Jennie Popp (left),
Michael Popp and
Andrew McKenzie
Kathy Smith (left), Jennifer Webb,
Stephen Jorgensen and
Marjorie Fitch-Hilgenberg
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Undergrads
get grants
Ten undergraduate student
research projects were selected out
of 19 submitted for special $500
research grants from the College
and the Arkansas Agricultural
Experiment Station.
Results of these and other
projects will be eligible for publica-
tion in an undergraduate research
journal planned for 2000 by the
Experiment Station and College.
Grants were awarded to the
following students and faculty
sponsors.
Niki Loupe, Jason Emmert.
Application of phase-feeding for broiler
chickens during the starter and grower
phases.
Marura Lenjo, Jean-François
Meullenet. Developing instrumental
methods for assessing sensory texture
characteristics of rice.
Ashley Hammac, David Miller.
Proposed options for improvement in
rice production in eastern Arkansas.
Joyce Jong, Dustan Clark.
Livability of balut embryos stored
under varying temperatures.
Chrislyn Drake, John Clark.
Determination of chilling requirement
of Arkansas blackberry cultivars.
Libbie Lancaster, Yinong Yang.
Agrobacterium-mediated tobacco
transformation.
Gus Stout, Patrick Fenn, Eric
Jackson. Infection and development of
Phomopis longicolla in soybeans resistant
and susceptible to seed infection.
Jerry Fendley, Terry Sieben-
morgen. Fissure characterization of rice
kernels using video microscopy.
Julie Hamilton, Tom Yazwinski.
Preliminary investigation into the
feasibility of inducing overlap immuno-
logic competence in gallinaceous birds
with Ascaridia dissimilis and A. galli.
Reema Persad, Nick Anthony.
Reproductive behavior in the emu.
TRC supports
excellent teaching
Help with motivating students,
encouraging critical thinking, technol-
ogy based instruction and using the
internet were among the top needs
identified by College faculty in a needs
assessment by George Wardlow and
Don Johnson, Agricultural and
Extension Education.
The study led to creation of the
College Teaching Resource Center.
Wardlow, Johnson and graduate
student Bryce Duling provide informa-
tion and materials to help faculty use
new information technology and
improve basic teaching skills and
methods.
WEED TEAM WINS — The University of Arkansas Weed Team won first place in the Southern
Weed Contest this year. It is the Arkansas team’s 14th win in the past 17 years. The team
members are (from left) Trey Reaper (alternate) Jeff Barnes, assistant coach Jason Norsworthy,
coach Nilda Burgos, Mike Lovelace, Lance Schmidt, Doug Walsh (alternate), coach Dick Oliver,
Oscar Sparks (alternate) and Scott Payne. Four team members placed in the first six individual
rankings: Lovelace, first; Barnes, third; Sparks, fifth; and Payne, sixth. Eleven teams competed in
Greenville, Miss. The event was sponsored by Novartis.
Best in the USA
The UA Horticulture Club was
named the best in the nation among
those with 30 or fewer members at the
American Society for Horticultural
Science meetings in Minneapolis.
Jennifer Gibson, Calico Rock, was
president and Curt Rom is advisor.
Crislyn Drake, Rogers, was elected
national newsletter editor.
The Horticulture Club was named
the best U of A campus student
organization for 1998-99.
National champs
A student team from the
Biological and Agricultural Engi-
neering Department won a national
student design competition at the
American Society of Agricultural
Engineers meeting in Toronto. They
designed and built a chicken thigh
deboner in cooperation with Ed
Fryar of Twin River Foods, Fort
Smith, and faculty advisor Joel
Walker.
Team members were Scott
Millsap, Jerry Findley, Chris Brock,
Warren Brandon, Greg Schleuter-
man and Marcus Tilley.
Poultry Science
hosts PSA
The Center of Excellence for
Poultry Science hosted the national
Poultry Science Association meeting
in August. Student, faculty and staff
accomplishments were recognized
with the following national awards.
Dr. Robert Wideman, Broiler
Research Award; Dr. Gisela Erf,
Purina Mills Teaching Award; Gary
Davis, PSA Poultry Science Recruit-
ment Award; graduate students
David Cawthon and Shannon
Vandaveer, certificates of excellence
for research papers.
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Bumpers College enrollment ofundergraduate students grew by12 percent this fall for the second
year in a row and topped 1,000 for the
first time since 1984.
Graduate student enrollment
declined 5.6 percent, from 266 to 251,
after having increased by 18 percent
last fall.
“We are on track to reach our goal
of 1,500 undergraduates by 2004,”
Associate Dean Randy Luttrell said.
The College’s School of Human
Environmental Sciences (HES) grew
by 35 percent, with 371 students
compared to 274 last fall. Interior
design is now the most popular major
with 150 students, up 39 percent over
last fall.
Double-digit gains were also seen
in apparel studies; food, human
nutrition and hospitality; and human
development, and family studies.
“Stephen Jorgensen, our new
director for the School, came from a
top HES program at Texas Tech, and
we are working hard to provide more
faculty and facilities so these programs
can reach their potential,” Dean
Charles Scifres said.
The largest percentage increase,
132 percent, was in turf and landscape
horticulture, with 51 students this fall
compared to 22 last fall.
“We have added
faculty to accommodate
increased interest in
horticulture majors,”
Luttrell said.
The environmental,
soil, and water sciences
major continued to increase in popu-
larity, with students shifting to that
option from the more traditional crops
management major. Pest management,
another traditional major with a new
curriculum, also grew this fall.
Poultry science enrollment grew
by 14 percent. One of the nation’s top
programs of its kind, the major has
grown steadily since the dedication of
the Center of Excellence for Poultry
Science in 1995.
The new Pauline Whitaker Animal
Science Center and recent faculty
expansion led to a spurt of 28 percent
last fall in animal science enrollment,
followed by a slight decline this fall.
“We expect strong demand for the
equine program we are
adding next year,”
Luttrell said.
Agricultural
business, which
includes a pre-law
concentration, is a
traditional major that
remains in high demand with 144
students this fall compared to 145 last
fall.
Food science, a major whose
graduates are in high demand by the
food industry, grew by nearly 8
percent.
“It’s really an exciting time to be
in the agricultural, food and life
sciences at the University of Arkansas,”
Dean Scifres said.
He expects enrollment to continue
growing as students become more
aware of opportunities, including:
■  addition of the equine program,
■  the Global Studies Program,
■  more research opportunities for
undergraduate students and a planned
undergraduate research journal,
■  new courses and research in
molecular and cellular biology, in
cooperation with other colleges, and
■  linkage with two-year colleges
to prepare transfer students to pursue
degrees in agricultural, food and life
sciences.
“I can’t emphasize enough the
educational value added by our
faculty’s dual role as teachers and as
Division of Agriculture scientists,” the
dean added.
“The linkage of the College with
statewide research and extension
programs provides assistantships for
graduate students to work on issues
that directly impact Arkansas produc-
ers, consumers, families and communi-
ties.”  ■
Second year of double-digit growth
Enrollment
tops 1,000
FIRST PLACE — The University of Arkansas team won first place out of 11 teams in the 1999
National Collegiate Poultry Judging Contest held in Fayetteville in November. Team members are
Tim Peters (left), Micah Bone, Crystal Cornish and Jon Warner.
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Book chronicles College history
The history of the Bumpers College of Agricultural, Food and
Life Sciences was the focus of Land Grant Days Oct. 28-30.
Gary Zellar and Nancy Wyatt, co-authors of a new book on
the history of the College, signed books and presented a lecture
and slides Thursday, Oct. 28, in the Poultry Science Center
auditorium.
The History of the Bumpers College: Evolution of Education in
the Agricultural, Food and Life Sciences in Arkansas (340 pages,
Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, $20) includes a list of
all graduates as of May 1999.
Research on the book was started by UA history professor
Steven Strausberg, author of A Century of Research (1989), a
history of the Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, and From
Hills and Hollers (1995) on the poultry industry. Shortly after
beginning work on the College history, Dr. Strausberg was
diagnosed with cancer and passed away in 1997.
The project was taken over by Zellar, who was completing a
doctoral dissertation in history at the U of A, and Dr. Wyatt,
assistant professor, Agricultural and Extension Education. Zellar is
now assistant professor of history at Sam Houston State Univer-
sity, Huntsville, Texas.
Zellar’s meticulously documented research provides a rich
fabric of detail on the struggles, frustrations and successes of early
leaders in one of the great success stories of the 20th century —
the Land-Grant University.
The reader will learn about those who created a new univer-
sity curriculum for the study of agricultural science and will meet
Hugh Ellis Morrow, who received the first Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture degree in 1904.
The book is being sold to recover some of the printing cost.
Order by phone, (501) 575-5670, or use the order form below.
Make check or money order to University of Arkansas, and mail
with the order form to Communication Services, 110 Agriculture
Building, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701.  ■
Please send me the following order for
History of the Bumpers College
_________  copies x $20 each $_____________
Shipping $_____________
$3 for first book
$1 for each additional book
TOTAL $_____________
Enclosed     ❑  Check   or   ❑  Money Order
Mail book(s) to:
Name ______________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________
City _____________________ State _______ ZIP _________
Alumni Association awards
Bumpers College
friend and supporter Don
Tyson and Distinguished
Professor Derrick Ooster-
huis were honored at
Homecoming festivities
by the Arkansas Alumni
Association.
Don Tyson, Senior Chairman of the Board of
Tyson Foods, Inc., received the Distinguished Alumni
Award for exceptional professional and personal
achievement and extraordinary distinction in a chosen
field. Tyson has generously supported and provided
leadership for Poultry Science programs and scholar-
ships.
Derrick Oosterhuis, Department of Crop, Soil, and
Environmental Sciences, received the Distinguished
Faculty Achievement Award for Research and Teaching.
His plant physiology research has led to significant
advances in cotton crop management. He has written
two books and many scientific articles and is in demand
as a speaker to scientific societies and producer organi-
zations.  ■
OosterhuisTyson
BOOK SIGNING — Authors Gary Zellar (left) and Nancy Wyatt
sign copies of History of the Bumpers College for William
Gatewood, distinguised professor emeritus of history and former
chancellor, and Roy Rom, professor emeritus of horticulture,
before a Gamma Sigma Delta program on the College history.
Wayne Sabbe retires
Wayne E. Sabbe, professor in the Department of
Crop, Soil, and Environmental Sciences and director of
the Arkansas Soil Testing and Research Program,
retired in July.
Dr. Sabbe taught Advanced Soil Fertility and Soil
and Plant Analysis, was advisor to 16 M.S. and 10
Ph.D. candidates and served on graduate committees
of 90 others. His many leadership activities ranged
from serving as chair of the Dean’s Faculty Advisory
Council to the Council of Agricultural Science and
Technology board of directors.  ■
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Dr. Dick Hampton, BSA ’51, retired from a
USDA-ARS position in the Department of Botany
and Plant Pathology at Oregon State University,
suggested that The Graduate devote a column to
alums who want to share reminiscences of faculty
and express thanks to faculty who were especially
helpful to them when they were students.
Dr. Hampton was pleased that he thanked his
mentor, Dr. Curtis Mason, Extension plant patholo-
gist, while Professor Mason was still alive. At right
are reprinted several paragraphs from an August 25,
1983, letter from Dick Hampton to Curtis Mason.
If other alums want to make this column a regular
feature, please send information.  ■
As his wife
, Mary (left
), looks on
, Dr. Curtis 
Mason has
his tie clip
ped at the
 1951 Agri
 Day picnic
.
Dear Dr. Mason,
“You can’t imagine the length of time I have remem-
bered you and many of the things you discussed with me
when I was a junior and senior student (1950-51) at the
University of Arkansas. I believe it was the very first time
that I talked to you about a growing interest in plant
pathology that you offered me a job in the teaching lab,
preparing cultural media and diseased plant specimens
for classroom use. Our use of mercuric chloride as a
surface disinfectant (and the way we used it) might be
looked upon today as foolish or dangerous, but it certainly
kept our materials contaminant free! I have a very clear
mental picture of you, as you appeared in those days, and
also many of the disease specimens that were neatly
stored in the freezer, for classroom use. Until a few years
ago, when I at long last discarded old laboratory notes
and exam papers, I still had some of the detailed
drawings from my undergraduate plant pathology
courses. To my great delight, I was permitted to teach
some of the laboratory sections during my senior year.
All of that exposure to plant pathology that you
made possible, and your many worthwhile suggestions on
plant pathology careers, were the most decisive factor in
my decision to plant my feet in this intriguing and grand
discipline. There have been many occasions during the
years since to respond to the question, “How was it that
you decided on a career in plant pathology?” And each
recounting of the story has included your name and the
kindly way that you took me under your wing and
expressed confidence in my abilities and the wise
counsel that you provided. Thus, since so many people
down through those years since 1950 have heard your
praises sung, I thought it might be time (indeed, past
time!) to make these same remarks to you by letter.”
—Dick Hampton, BSA ’51
Memories and Thanks
GROUNDBREAKING — Plants were placed in the holes
dug during the Oct. 11 groundbreaking ceremony for a
new Horticulture Garden surrounding the Agricultural
Annex (1905 Agri Bldg). The 10,000 SF garden is made
possible by contributions, so far, of an irrigation system
installed by alumnus Daryl Revelle of Revelle Irrigation,
Springdale, and irrigation materials from Keeling Co.,
Springdale; zoysia sod by Roger Gravis of Quail Valley
Farms, Little Rock; mulch from Love Box Co.,
Fayetteville; plants from Greenleaf Nursery, Parkhill,
Okla., and Westwood Gardens, Fayetteville; and
compost from Earthcare Technologies, Lincoln.
      Graduate student Kerrey Roberto (left photo) plants
a blue mist fothergilla in a hole dug during
groundbreaking by (right photo) Research Specialist
Scott Starr, left, Associate Dean Randy Luttrell, interim
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs Dan Bennett and others not pictured: Hort Club President
John Hendricks, intern John Nease, and students Erin Thevenot and Hannah Schrum.
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Thank you for your support!
Bumpers College students received $455,789 in1998-99 scholarships made possible by donors.
Donations also support a variety of other activities
that enhance the student’s University experience. Gifts
for fiscal year 1999 totalled $632,223.
Scholarships awarded in 1998-99 were nearly 10
percent more than the previous year and 135 percent
more than just four years ago.
Just the fact that you are interested is a great
source of inspiration. Beyond that, your financial
support is critical to our success.
Many students could not afford a University
education without your assistance. Scholarships also
help us attract the best students, one of the keys to
academic excellence.
Your gifts have a direct impact on the opportuni-
ties available to students and on the quality and value
of the education they receive.
Thank you!
Dean’s List
James L. & Doris G. Barrentine
Fontaine Earle Trust
Daryle E. & Peggy A. Greene
Karen Jo Halbrook
Steve A. & Diane Ronning Halbrook
Jack G. & Sue Justus
Carol Locke
Amy T. Loomis
Robert G. F. & Hazel Taylor Spitze
Marcia R. Wells
James T. Wright
Agriculture Fellows
Richard E. Bell
Connell J. & Erma Dexter Brown
George W. Bruehl
Mary M. Burton
Lorraine Tweedy Crain
James O. & Sally Jo Gibson
Glenn W. Hardy
Phoebe Todd Harris
H. L. & Janelle Hembree
The Holcombe Family
Revocable Trust
Carl Lueker
Teddy E. Morelock
Frank & Donna Oldham, Jr.
Ned Ray & Carolyn B. Purtle
Dale R. & Vicki L. Reed
Martin Roenigk
Maudine F. Sanders
Leo J. Sellmeyer
Betty J. Swope
Bill & Shirley Hunter Teeter
John A. & Mary Elizabeth White
Tom & Cynthia J. Williams
Agriculture Associates
Robert H. Abrams
James R. Baker
Blake & Billie Berry
Jane Boyer
Marilou Brodie
Craig J. & Patricia Ruth Brown
Billy & Robin Caldwell
Lester L. Cline
Runyan & George Barnette Deere
Thomas Alan Dierks
Larry & Veta Easley
Philip D. Erstine
Dayne W. Galyen, Jr.
Sara M. Gibbs
Dale & Shelby L. Gorman
Nicholas Roy Gyles Revocable Trust
John W. & Susan G. Hammons
Adrian & Myra Harrington
Marshall C. Heck
H. Lawson & Debbie Conner
Hembree IV
K. Denise Henderson
David & Janis Hillman
Don Johnson,
Bent Spur Brangus Ranch
Charles & Sybil C. Johnston
David L. & Marla Lynn Kreider
Keith & Rosemary Lusby
John A. McKnight, Jr.
Orvie Metz
Richard J. & Mildred Cash Miles
John N. Miller, Sr.
Bernard & Frances Nabholz
Paul R. & Eunice Noland
Everett & Jewell D. O’Neal
Paul N. Parette
John T. Polinskey,  Jr.
Allen & Carolynn Richmond
Euna Yarbrough Rogers
Vernon & Elaine Schmiegelow
Romeo E. & M. Portia Short
Theresa M. Simon
Roy J. Smith, Jr.
Bob Lee & Nadine Spears
G. B. Spencer, Jr.
Tommy & Michele Tabler
Lyndon H. & Sandra Sigler Tate
Jack & Doris Thomas
Douglas Threlkeld
Adolph & Josephine Vodrazka
Andrew Whisenhunt
Dr. & Mrs. Ralph Williams
H. Denton & Carolyn Yearns
Stewards of
the College
Larry D. Allen
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Anderson
Nan Faith Arnold
Robert & Dian Bacon
John R. & Wanette McKee Baker
Yolanda E. Banning
Warren Barham
Jewel & Kathleen Barr
Glenn & Ellen Barr
Samuel R. Bartholomew
James T. Batchelor
Paul E. & Diane Bayley
Bruce & Betty Beacher
Franklin D. & Harriet Becker
Clemon W. Bedwell
Cyril P. Bianco
Russell O. & Brenda Clem Black
Hubert & Janive Segraves Blanchard
Claude M. & Carol A. Bonner
Walter Bottje
Freddie M. & Kathy Bourland
Eddie & Betty Bradford
Robert C. & Shirley J. Bremer
A. Hayden & Helen V. Brown
Max Brugh
Royce S. Bryant
Leigh Ann Bullington
Hall M. Calhoun III
Earnestine Camp
David R. & Linda Pyle Carpenter
George A. Carruth
Darlene Caviness
Leah Chester-Davis
John R. Clark
Novelle Bond Clark
John H. Clemmons
Hardy Cloutier
Bill & Janet Clower
Stephen Cobb
Earl H. Cochran
George A. & Sandra M. Coe
Ann McGill Cole
Neily Bernice Coleman
Walter Morris Crandall
Terry & Kathy Crank
Barbara W. & Ray C. Culver III
Wallace C. Cummings
David Curtis
George R. & Esta M. Dahlke
Steve Danforth
L. Bernard & Jean G. Daniels
George V. & Betty J. Davis
Aaron & Martha Davis
Carol C. Deacon
Gayle S. Deaver
James H. Denton
Reece Alan & Melody Dewell
J. C. Deyoe
Bruce L. Dixon & Janet A. Flaccus
William & Sue Douglas Dolezal
William M. Dorough
X & Marilyn Fern Dotson
Robert E. Dreher III
Charles L. Duff, Jr.
J. M. Dunn
Mary B. Dunn
Herbert J. Eoff
James C. Epperson
Jeff & Gisela Erf
Jon Mark & Suzanne Erstine
Ronald E. Everett
Monte James Fain
Frank L. Farmer
Glenyce G. Feeney
Trent Felton
Henry K. & Ann McGuire Fields
James E. & Phyllis Flanigan
Christine N. Fletcher
Stanley Forester
Donald W. & Susan J. Freeman
Jean C. Frisby
Joseph Fulton
Joseph M. & Rose C. Gergerich
Deymond A. & Laura W. Gibbs
Sam E. & Pamela B. Gibson
John T. & Tamara Gilmour
Tom & Natalie Gist
Phyllis W. Glasgow
Gilbert L. Glover II & Paula J. Casey
Howard F. & Mary S. Wood Godfrey
Gary L. & Gaywyn Golden
Tommy L. & Alice F. Goodwin
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Goodyear
Frank & Beatrice P. Grace
William A. Grenwelge
Carl L. & Barbara Jo Griffis
David L. & Marcia M. Griffith
James E. & Virginia Ann Grigg
Roy Grimsley
J. Russell & Lisa B. Guerra
James K. & Joan V. Hackett
Joe B. & Patsy H. Hall
Charles E. & Jeanne Scott
Boggess Hammans
R. D. & Elizabeth Havener
W. M. & Suzanne Hawkins
Martha N. Hayden
Sarah R. Hayden
Dianne Helene Hellwig
Monty Henderson
Don R. & Beth Herring
Iva Hicks
Gloria A. Hill
Hal Hillman, Jr.
John Holcomb
Katherine Virginia Hollis
Pat Honeycutt
Alan Hopkins
Pete Hornsby
Harvey H. Howington, Jr.
Joseph M. & Patricia Hudson
Acy Humphries
Ross Hussey
Leland Jackson
Mary Ann Jackson
Bruce Jacobs
Thomas R. & Jan Jacobs
John Powell Jenkins, Jr.
Dale Jennings
Joe Jewell
David H. Johnson, Jr.
Doris Strauss Johnson
Arthur Guy Johnston
Ronald E. Kaufman
Elizabeth B. Kegley
Mary L. Wray Kellar
John Keogh
Ethel Patricia Kice
Kyung Soo & Sung Kim
Gerald & Jolene Klingaman
Hiron & Mada L. Knight
Joseph & Rosemary Kozup
Annette T. Kraft
Margaret W. Krasovec
David P. & Mary Ann Krebs
Nellie R. Kwas
Patti S. Landers
Henry C. Lanehart, Jr.
Erma L. Langford
Lowell T. Lankford
Mary Yates Lasiter
J. N. & Lillian Lawhon
J. Larry & Nikki Lawson
William H. Lendermon
Sung & Ah Ok Lim
Carolyn L. Linam
Jennifer May Locke
Otto J. & Betty S. Loewer
Charles R. & Cathryn C. Looney
Layla Miller Lord
Stephanie L. Lucariello-Crouch
Phil & Cherie Lukert
Wayne & Kathe Lundhagen
Mary K. Lynch
Bruce & Martha Maloch
Jim & Gayle Maloch
Clifford R. Marsh
Robert W. D. & DeMaris G. Marsh
Todd L. & Martha Morio Martin
Mary Jane Martin
Charles & Gayle Maxwell
Kenneth J. & Mary Anderson May
Pablo Mayers, Jr.
Anthony McAdoo
Shirley E. Friend McAllister
Glynn & Mary Jo McBride
Don & Linda McCaskill
Larry McClendon
Arthur T. & Margie D. McDaniel
Jack McFerran
Joe & Lorene McFerran
Marcus Wayne McGahee
Bob & Barbara McGinnis
Noel F. McKnight
Ronald W. & Deniece M. McNew
Stanley R. McPeake
Howard & Viola C. Meadows
Deborah J. Meier
Charles Ray Merchant
Ed & Hazel Milton
James J. Miner
Claudia B. Mobley
Kyle Moery
Phillip W. Moery
Jefferson R. & Rita E. Montgomery
James N. & Janita Moore
Steven K. Morgan
Billy R. & Marietta Morris
Justin R. & Ruby L. Morris
Neil & Michelle Kizer Morris
Joann McFerran Mount
Leasea Mullikin
Gary E. & Sandra Murphy
Cynthia B. Murry
John D. Naill III
Hayden V. Nauman
Talmadge & Laverne Nelson
Getulio C. Newberry
James Arthur & Karen B. Newton
Robert B. & Jill H. Norcross
Daniel J. O’Leary, Jr.
Lawrence R. & Trina Oliver
Orel G. & Jean G. Otwell
Betty Jo Pagan
Arun Kumar Reddy Pandiri
Jacques Parker
Marilyn Pasierb
Felix E. Patterson
James R. & Orva Dee Peachey
Alan Pearce
Margaret E. Bullard Pella
Jodie A. & Melinda S. Pennington
Jerry M. Phillips
Doyne F. & Rita Potts
Horace A. Powell
Dale Price
James Bryan Ragland
Larry E. & Sherry Ramthun
Martin Redfern
Stanley E. & Charlene J. Reed
Earl A. & Margaret C. Rhein
JoAnne Sears Rife
Robert D. & Jennie Lee Willis Riggs
Richard & Lucy Rimler
Timothy Allen Roberts
A. J. Rorie
Roy & Louise Runyan
Charles S. Santifer
James A. & Paulena P. Scanlon
Steven H. Schroeder
Milton B. Scott
Michele L. Sears
Ahnawake Sevier
Peter L. Shaida
Nelson V. & Elisabeth Shaw
Callen Patrick Sistrunk
Don M. Smith
J. Ritchie Smith
Thomas W. & Tamara G. Smith
Harry & Elizabeth Ann Snyder
John W. Spivey
Robert Steiner
Fraser Stephens
John E. Stephens
Sam Tabler
David & Sandra Te Beest
Bobbie Nell Templeton
Gary Alan Tharp
Bill & JoAnn Townsend
Keith W. & Georgine Trammell
Ralph A. Treat
Mimiva H. Tredway
Eduardo E. Trujillo
Curtis R. Tucker
Roberta Cummings Tucker
Robert W. & Carolyn B. Turner
Terry Turner
Rowland P. & Nancy W. Vernon
Bill Wallace
William T. Wallace
Carroll E. & Colleen Walls
Evelyn C. Ward
Donald E. & Lorelei Altom Warren
Linda C. Weathers
Robert G. & Billie Janice Webster
Gardiner M. & Helia F. Weir
Jim Westbrook
Garland L. & Elizabeth L. Wheeler
Robert F. Wideman, Jr.
Kenneth F. Wiese
David Wildy
Earl & Lina June Wildy
Jacqueline Rosewell Witt
Bill & Carol Wood
Douglas W. Wright
H. A. & Ruth P. Wyngarden
Bensong Xie
Charles & Fern Yandell
Friends of the College
Carl J. Adams
Charlotte Gee Adams
Louan VanDover Adams
Patrick Leon Adams
Khalid H. Akkari
Margaret Alexander
Andy Allen
Cindy Allen
Tim & Eileene Alsup
Ada Anderson
Craig Anderson
Eric Anderson
Patricia Annis
Mitchell L. & Michele Archer
George A. Armstrong
Bobbye M. Arnold
Chris Avery
Maryetta Aynesworth
John Bagby, Jr.
Darlene Zeh Baker
Donald S. Baker
Helen M. Baker
Marjorie K. Baker
Rodney Baker
Stan Baker
Joe F. Baldwin
Vernoice Cannon Baldwin
Janis R. Balsters
Tracy C. & Katherine Henry Baltz
Lewis A. Barefield
Tanya Barnes
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Seth & Pam Barnhard
Patricia Falls Barrett
Ralph James & Debbie Barron
Jackson E. & Virginia M. Barry
John D. Bartee
Dana G. Bassi
Melinda Baureis
Jennifer Bausinger
Lisa Rice Baxter
Joseph N. & Joan J. Beasley
Vance E. Beasley
Johnny Glen & Lucy Beth Ryall Belew
James H. Bell
Pauline Gray Bell
Billy Bennett
James A. Benson
Nan Bequette
Denise Bertoncino
Carolyn Bertram
Carolyn S. Beuttel
Tracy Samuel Bevill
Keith J. Bilbrey
Larry K. & Dorothy I. Binning
Charles & Amie Taylor Birdsong
Carl & Linda Birkner
Lori Lynn Black
Mark C. Black
Debbie Blackwell
Fedelia Blackwell
Sue Wood Blake
Doyle & Patricia Blasingame
Allen Blem
Michael T. Blythe
Flossie W. Boles
Daniel Paul & Jerri Lynn Bolstad
Robert Bona
Steve & Beth Bonner
Myron P. Boon
Judith Green Boone
Stephen K. & Rebecca P. Boss
Kevin W. Bost
Bruce A. & Jeannie Bowen
William S. & Nancy A. Bowen
David E. Bowles
Barry L. Bowyer
Roy M. & Beverly A. Boyd
Anna Belle White Bracey
Shirley Brackett
Bobby L. & Susan Y. Bradberry
Dale T. Bradford
Mr. & Mrs. A. B. Bradley
George A. & Freda Bradley
James L. & Linda Carrick Bradley
Martha Mann Bradshaw
Helen E. Brandenburger
Edward M. Braymen
Steve W. Breeding
David E. & Sandra Dees Breshears
Wanda Brian
James O. Britt, Jr.
Karen Brown
Steve Brown
Tom O. & Carol M. Brown
Jeremy A. & Cindi R. Brownmiller
Paula Kaye Porter Bruner
Esther Adams Brush-Martin
Jason Adam Bryan
Carolyn Buchanan
Leslie Ryburn Buchta
Chawna Buck
Katherine Beard Buckles
J. Blair & Ulrike Buckley
Hank Bueker
Donna Kay Burbank
Travis Burchfield
Marcus Dudley Burden
Nilda R. Burgos
Jerry Burkett
Barry Burns
Buell E. Burns
R. Marlene Kerr Bush
Fred H. Butrum
Linda B. Buzbee
Ben L. Byler
Regina V. Byrne
Joel E. & Melissa Cahoon
Scott Edward Callaway
Donnie R. Campbell
Louis & Ila Sue Campbell
Faye E. Carney
Richard Carr
Rick & Patricia Carson
Frank L. & Joyce R. Carter
Gerald Allen Cartwright
M. L. & Doris B. Cassidy
Clayton Castleman
Jim Caudle
Robert Jay & Helena Caudle
Donald L. & Gerry Susan Cawthon
Robert Cheathum &
Kelly Smith Chaney
Stanley L. Chapman
Dewayne & Nancy Chappell
Robert Chenowith
Johnny Chism
Jerry Don Clark, Jr.
Kenneth B. & Melva L. Clark
Kenneth L. Clark
Timothy H. & Patricia Clark
Claude H. & Martha D. Clement
Ralph H. Clement
Tom C. Cleveland
Mike Cloutier
Wayne & Barbara Coblentz
Kevin Clinton Coleman
Theodore D. Collins
Michael A. & Debra L. Conard
John Connell
Robert Lowell & Melinda Stewart
   Conner
Barry & Peggy Elaine Cook
Timothy A. & Wanda Cook
Keith & Laverne Cooper
Paul E. Cooper
Marion Lee Correll
Kim Y. Coslett
Robin Courtney
Alma W. Cox
Alwin P. & Shirley Barrick Cox
Cynthia Cox
Tom Craig
E. M. Cralley
D. Glyn Crane
Steve & Eva Fiegel Cranford
Dennis D. & Cathy L. Cormack
Crawley
Russell C. W. & Jean Chipman Crom
Eddie & Marsha Cross
Colonel Curtis S. & Sondra Crouch
Commander Donald G. Crowder
Randy W. Crowder
Ruth Marie Crowder
Clay Crump III
M. H. & Ann M. Crutchfield
George & Bernice Cullins
Elizabeth Cunningham
William T. Dabney
Frank J. Dainello
James L. & Martha W. Dale
Samuel C. Danehower
David E. & Lolah M. Daniel
Harris V. Dark
Ronald B. Davey
Charley B. Davis
Clint Davis
Dan Davis
Mark J. Davis
Rachel N. Davis
Skipper Davis
Franklin &  Franklin De Witt
William F. Dean, Jr.
Sherrell DeBusk
Hayden Lee Decker
Marvin L. & Donna H. Demuth
Amal Padmaja Desilva
Bruce Dewayne & Ingrid Marie
   DeYoung
Kathryn Dickinson
Stacy Charles Digby
William H. Dodgen
Clifford Scott Donnell
Eugenia T. Donovan
Danny H. Dorman
Kim Dowell
Sara Bunyard Downall
Jeffrey Ealem Doyle
Steve & Julie Drake
David & Karin Dudley
Philip E. & Patricia S. Duncan
Helen Duray
Paul W. & Kay Dutram
Richard M. Dyar
John C. & Heather M. H. Easley
Perry C. Edwards
Al Einert
Christine Elcan
Sheri Elgin
Edwin S. Elphingstone
Patricia Kidd Ely
Jody V. & Jody V. Emerson
John R. & Patti S. Erwin
Leon E. Evans
Frank David Ewell
Betty J. Ezell
Burr E. Fancher
Shannon & Melissa Ruth Fancher
Bill & Dianne Farris
Sue Farris
May McKnight Ferguson
Richard L. Fery
Sarah S. Finch
Joe & Sue Finney
James H. Fiser
Larry Fite
Harold W. Fleming
Jeannie Ione Flynn
Scott Fogleman
Bobbye J. Forbes
Richard C. Forbess
Mickey Don Ford
William M. & Tonya C. Ford
Jean Foreman
Rosemary N. Fortenberry
Darrell Fos
Thomas P. Foster, Jr.
Eleanor Bodenhamer Frank
Teresa Franklin
Thad R. Freeland
John F. Freeman
Tracy French
Jerry D. & Carolyn Gille Friddle
Neal Frizzell
Tamara Nelson Fultz
Gretchen Elaine Funke
Mr. & Mrs. Shepherd Gage
Neal Galloway
Billy A. Garner
Bill Gebhardt
Jerry L. Gehre
Donna Gilbert
Katrina R. Goddard
Andrew Joseph Goetz
Ethel “Ty” C. Goode
Charlie R. Gordon
Lloyd E. Grace
Paul D. Gramlich
Gary L. Gray
Priscilla A. Gray
Bettye S. Greene
Billy J. Greene
Sue Greig
Howard Griffin
Kenneth M. Griffith
Paul G. Griffith, Jr.
Brandon & Ann M. Grigg
Willie Dale Grigg
J. W. Grimes
Julie Grisham
Gary D. Groce
Nolan Groce
William Nolan Groce
Bill & Shirley Grooms
Walter D. Gubler
John Gunsaulis
David Scott Guthrie
Richard & Bonnie Haegele
Hillary Ann Hagan
Charles V. & Elsie R. Hall
Dorothy A. Hall
Harold J. & Jane Hamilton
June A. Hancock
Robert J. Haney
Allen Vaughan & Meredith Battreal
   Hankins
B. J. Hankins
Lola Hardaway
Marvin B. & Donna Dodge Hare
Robert Harp
M. Dean Harper
Betty C. Harrison
Kenneth Harrison
Mark E. Hartz
Kris Hatcher
Michele V. Hawk
George R. Hayes, Jr.
Michael S. Hayes
Marie S. Hayward
Chris & Ramona Hendricks
Jilane L. Hendrix-Carper
Troy Hendrix
Sally Hennard
Kevin Hensler
Larry Herbaugh
Gregory A. Hering
J. W. & J. Hermann
Christine Hess
John W. Hess
Roy C. Hicks
Mr. Stephen W. Higginbotham
Eddie L. Higgins
Jeff L. Hildebrand
Robert A. & Jean Owen Hill
Tommy R. Hill
Porter Hillard
Charles W. Hitzemann
Sherry K. Hixson
Wallace B. Hobson
F. Elaine Hodges
Barbara M. Hodson
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Hodson
Shelby H. Holder, Jr.
Peggy Horne
Edward Tully Hornor IV
Sarah Boatman Horsey
Wendell James Horst
Billy D. & Fran S. Horton
Lucile Horton
Melanie Hosford
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Joe Hoskyn
Gordon T. & Carol C. Howe
Otis & Dawn Howe
Edward Howington
Brent Howton
Jeff Hoy
Cynthia A. Hoyer
Feng Hou Huang
John D. & Helen Jones Hubbard
Donald S. & Carolyn Hubbell
Lee Ann Huckleberry
Mike & Valerie Hudlow
Edna Sparkman Hudson
Richard Hudson
Mr. & Mrs. Bobby Hudspeth
William E. & Geraldine Rose Huff
Christal Maylee Hughes
Sue Hum-Musser
Scot & Jane Hundley
Herbert Huneycutt, Sr.
Earl J. Hunton
Dennis R. Ingram
Barbara Jones Isom
Ralph Ivey
Clifford A. Ivy
E. Victor Ivy
Jacy Ivy
Janan Jackson
Arthur R. James
Jennifer Hare James
Virginia E. Jarrett
Johnie N. Jenkins
Vanessa T. Jenkins
William C. & Pamela D. Jenkins
John A. & Christine L. Jennings
Karen S. Jensen
Debbie Johanson
Boyce Johnson
Janice M. Johnson
Jerry Johnson
Larsh Johnson
Michael G. & Ellen R. Johnson
Rita L. Johnson
Jimmy & Theresa Johnson
William Finnis Johnson, Jr.
Sidney E. & Anna Jo Johnston
Bill F. & Alice F. Jones
Darwin & Effie Jones
Francis Jones
James R. Jones
Jamie L. & Beverly J. C. Jones
John P. & Joyce G. Jones
Russell S. Jones
Bobby C. & Denney Jordan
Willard B. Justiss
Mike Kattan
Laura Lee Kaufman
Pauline Keegan
Peyton Keel
Russell H. Kehn
Alan Keller
Jana Kelley
Susan Kemp
Pat & Susan Bogle Kennedy
Rodney Dean Kennedy
Sam W. Kerr
Edwin C. Kersey
Khosro Khodayari
Donald H. & Mary Virginia Kidd
Dale & Waunita Killian
Kyle Killough
Howdy & Cynthia Kimbrell
J. J. Kimbrough, Jr.
James R. Kimbrough
Jill Louise Kincannon
Daniel J. & Beverly J. King
John W. King
Stephen Ray King
Vaughn & Judy King
Linda Kirby
David A. Kirchner
Jennifer Anne Kirkpatrick
Myron A. Kirksey
Lucy Beth Kisor
Mark John & Crystal Kitt
Spangler & Theresa A. Klopp
Jack W. & Linda Lewis Knapple
Whit Knapple
Edwin Knight
Marcus Harold Knight
Timothy J. Kring
John O. & Joella Kumpe
Bryan R. Kutz
Mary L. Kwas
Preston E. & Ellen W. LaFerney
Doris Marie Lafferty
Carlena Reed Lambert
Jordan Bennett & Martha Kelly
Lambert
Maribelle J. Lambert
Kenneth W. Lambeth
Jeffery David Lammers
J. L. Lancaster
David Earl & Mary Cathryn Lane
William H. Laney II
Anne M. Lasch
C. Gary Lawrence
Floy B. Lawson
Deborah Ann Leach
Steven F. Ledbetter
Jack W. & Sara Lee
J. O. Legg
Mr. & Mrs. Harold D. Lewis
Dennis Lichti
John Steve Liles &
Melinda Phillips-Liles
Ronald & Tammie Limon
Jon Lindstrom
Frank A. Lisko
Bobby J. & Donna L. Littlejohn
James M. Livingston
Robert C. Loewer
Olivia A. Long
Gustav Marvel & Barbara Carnes
Lorenz
Bob E. Love
Mark & Nancy Flusche Loveless
Vernon Lowder, Jr.
Vicki Lowe
Mike & Cynthia M. Lucariello
Eddie Lumsden
Rick D. Luttrell
Virginia Lyman
Carol L. Mabe
Janet M. Main
Darrin Malone
Stephen R. Malone
Carson & Carol Marcantel
John N. & Josephine R. Marr
Betty Martin
Lloyd W. & Sharon L. Martin
Mary M. Martin
R. Gene & Celia B. Martin
Patricia G. Marts
Marjorie Marugg-Wolfe
Perry Ray Mason
Donna Kay & Gordon Matteson
Philip D. & Frances Elizabeth Mayo
M. K. McAlister
Alton McCartney
Whimpy McCarty
Albert C. & Maxine M. McClain
Charles C. McClintock
Herschel H. & Mardell A. McClurkin
Charles McCool
Phyllis Hampel McCown
Mary Moffitt McCoy
Rita Marr McCrory
M. C. McDaniel
Vernon McFalls
John Mark & Beverly McGaughey
Charles E. & Willie Mae McGee
Judi McGhee
James M. & Betty McGuire
Gloria McIntosh
James E. McJunkins
Beverly M. McNew
Julia Irby Mellor
Janet Merriman
Sandra A. Metheny
Steve Metheny
Charles L. Metz
Laura Meyers
O. L. Meyers
Gaylon E. Miller
Mr. & Mrs. J. Creighton Miller
Ruby Miller
James E. Mitchell
Robert E. & Donna K. Mitchell
Bobby J. Mixon
Phyllis Moen
Clarence B. Moery, Jr.
Marieta Moll
David Wilson Monks
Bill Moore
Joe Claude Moore
Leon Moore
Rachel Danielle Moore
Kelly C. Morden
Edna M. Morelock
David Wayne & Mary Lynne Morgan
Larry A. & Peggy Morris
Merle & Lissa M. Morrison
Doyle & Debbie Morrow
Susan Brewer Morse
Columbus W. Moss
Dolores Mothershed
Becky Mulhollen
Patrick G. Mullen
Benjamin F. & Margaret G. Murchison
Brad Murphy
Owen L. Murphy
Christine A. Myers
Kent & Kimberly Myers
Danny L. & Linda J. Meadows Myers
Stephen C. & Dena L. Myers
Joseph B. Neel
William Everett Neighbors
Virginia Cochran Neill
William O. Nelson
Lorena P. Neumann
Glenford A. Newtown, Jr.
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Anita Noel
Steve Noland
M. David Norman
Harold Oakes
William R. Olive, Sr.
Dennis D. Miller & Christine M.
Olson
Adrian E. Ong &
May Ling Kelland Wong
F. Thomas & Mary Ott
Edward L. Pace
Mark E. Pace
Emily-Jane Parette
Thomas G. Park
John W. Parker
Terry Patrick
Maudalene Patterson
Paul L. Patterson
David W. Pay
Peggy T. Pearl
Waymon & Judy Pearson
Thomas K. Peebles
Matthew Clark Pelto
John Paul & Cissie Pendergrass
Joe B. Penn, Jr.
Joe S. Pennington
Jackie L. & Judith B. Perkins
Bobby G. & Carolyn D. Perry
Mike Perryman
T. R. Pfrimmer
Elisabeth Jean Phelps
Ben H. Phillips
Claudine Thomas Pickard
Susan J. Pickle
Suzanne Pidcock
Paul & Linda Pinneo
Edgar L. & Jane C. Piper
Chad Pittillo
Paul D. Pitts
Roger Morrow Pitts
Diane Dameron Plummer
Charlotte Poe
A. E. Pollard
Anne H. Pomerene
Juanita Hampton Pool
David J. Pope
Anne K. Poplin
Carmen Manning Porta
Tom B. Porter
James D. Potter
Greg Powell
Wayne R. Prewitt
Patti Shirleen Priest
Glen & Ruth Pye
Peter G. Pyeatt
Daniel Vincent Rainey
Leo & Martha Rainey
Cordy A. Ramer, Jr.
Norbert Ranalli
Michel D. Ransom
Larry & Hazel Rau
Michael Phares Raybon
Jan W. Rayder
James D. Reddin
Gregory D. & Sandra K. Reed
Hollis T. & Tommie Oberley Reed
Jim F. Reed
Rosalie Revis
Betty White Reynolds
Edward Lee Rhodes, Jr.
Frankie Darlene Rhudy
Bertha E. Rice
Lanny Rice
Phillip L. Rice
Richard F. & Joyce Richards
Mr. & Mrs. W. J. Rimmer
J. D. Robason
Maurice Eldon & Mina Ruth Robb
Robert Robbins
Alvin N. Roberts
Raymond R. & Marion J. Rochelle
Joe B. Rodman
Elwin S. Roe
Everett Rogers
Lee Rogers
Curt Rom
Roy C. & Margaret Rom
Lorita Rosenbaum
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Rountree
Betty E. Roux
Beth Whelan Rowden
Stewart F. Rowe
William Rowland
Keith James Rowton
D. C. & Patsy L. Roy
Merritt Royal
Alicia Russell
Michael A. Russell
Ben D. Rutherford
E. Moye & Barbara G. Rutledge
Archie B. Ryan III
Irene G. Samuel
Helen King Sandvig
Leonard & Patricia Schaefers
Fred R. Schmidt
Howard A. & Alta E. Scott
Don & Janice Scott
Michael P. Scroggin
Michael L. Sears
Margaret Secks
Nathan S. Crabtree & Elizabeth
Shannon
Barbara Ann Shaw
Deanna L. Shaw
Bob & Janice Shofner
William K. & Mary Shofner
Ben & Martha Shreve
Alva Ray Siler
Donald G. Simmons
Casey Andrew Simon
Michael Simon
Jeff Simpson
Charles A. Sims
Clyde Sites
Billy Sitlington
Molly Sizer
Andrew Ray Skinner
Vaughn Skinner, Jr.
Roy & Susan Slaughter
R. Douglas & Christina Smith
Donnie Ray Smith
James Victor Smith
Byron D. & Joanna W. Smith
Martin Cleoh Smith
Miriam Robertson Flippo Smith
Phillip A. Smith
Fred D. & Anne E. Sneed
Renita Paige Snow
Clifford S. Snyder
Justin Wray Sparrow
Clara S. Spence
Chris A. Spencer
Shirl St. Clair
Donald W. & Suzanne Stanton
Maurice G. Starr
Scott Starr
Matt J. Stasiak
Billy Carlton Staton
David A. Stecher
Valorie Rogers Steinhart
Donald Steinkraus
Marvin B. Stendel
Jerry L. Stephens
John H. & Vicki Rhodes Stephens
Wanda B. Stephens
Jane H. Stevens
Weldon & Reva M. Stevenson
Victor Bruce Steward
Heather Lynn Stilborn
Jim & Gail Stockton
Patricia L. Storey
Susan Strain
Keith Streigler
Fred Gilmore Stuckey
Julie Summa
David E. Swayne
Mr. & Mrs. Cecil Tackett
J. C. Tackett
Robert O. & Pauline Bigham Talbert
Paula K. Taylor
Mrs. Carl Deck Teague
Mary Teague
Bruce Charles & Carla Jeanine
Tencleve
Jimmie E. Tennison
Scott Test
Jimmy D. Tharp
E. L. Thomas, Jr.
Gloria J. Thomas
A. B. Thompson, Jr.
Graham W. Thompson
Lyell & Marcella Thompson
Randy Earl Thompson
Kenneth D. & Reba F. Thompson
Linda Timme
Mary Beth Todd
Mike A. Tomlinson
Barbara Lawrence Treat
John A. & Marie Treat
Larry & Sharon Kaye Treece
Joseph & Patricia Bates Trotta
Carol Lee Trout
Edward Truelove
Joel E. & Sue Truitt
Scott Alan Truitt
George E. Turner
Lehman R. Turner
Robert E. & Hadley A. Twilley
Martha Van Asche
W. L. Varner
Don Vaught
Lila Viner
Terry Vogele
Katherine Tobin Voldeng
Shirley Freeman Waggoner
Barbara A. Wagoner
Danny O. Walker
Darrell W. Walker
Martha J. Walker
Amanda Lee Wallace
Patricia M. Wallace
Phillip J. & Bryanne Hundley Wallace
Ronald C. Wallace
Betty Wallis
Bill Walsh
Agnes B. Walters
George W. Ware
Charles E. Warren
Greg Watkins
Phillip A. & Susan E. Watkins
Sarah Barrett Watkins
Harley A. & Patricia A. Watts
John R. Watts
Terry K. Weatherford
Erin L. Weaver
Rodney J. Weber
E. J. Wehunt
Cynthia Lee Weis
Ewell F. Welch
Jeff D. Welch, Jr.
Lloyd T. Westbrook
Fred Westfall
Tom W. & Connie Vogel Westing
Sam B. Whitaker
Robert M. White
Paul F. Whittington
Kurt L. Wiese
Patricia Ann Wiggins
Alise Wilkinson
Liani Susan Wilkinson
Thomas M. Wilkinson
Cyndy Wilks
Jesse J. Willcox
Dwight Williams
Joe M. & Cliftena Williams
John P. Williams
Charlotte Williamson
Dick E. & Linda E. Willis
Shelia G. Rhodes Willis
Doris J. Wilson
Earl W. & Joan Wilson
Kevin H. Wilson
Patty Wingfield
Forrest B. Wisdom
Charles & Mary Ann Wisenfels
Jan E. Witt
Edward Karl Wittorff
Boyce Wofford
Lisa S. Wood
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Woodall
Jim P. & Sandy Woods
Rita Wooley
Ronnie Wright
Walter A. Wright
Billy R. Wynn
T. A. Yazwinski
Lennie D. Yingst
Odell Yocum
Douglas S. & Bobera Young
Helen Appleby Young
Jack F. & June J. Young
Jim Young
Margaret S. Young
Mary Lou Young
Bin Zhang & Yufen Yang
Corporate Dean’s List
William L. Abernathy Trust
Allen Canning Company, Inc.
Arkansas Poultry Federation
The Gerber Companies Foundation
Helena Chemical Company
Newly Weds Foods, Inc.
Pearson Educational Foundation
Riceland Foods, Inc.
Romeo Ennis Short Memorial
Foundation
Corporate Fellows
Arkansas Cattlemen’s Association
Arkansas Farm Bureau Federation
Franciscan Community Center Inc.
Kemin Industries, Inc.
Merial Select, Inc.
Southeastern Poultry and Egg
Association
Twin Rivers Foods, Inc.
R.E.L. Wilson Trust-Luxora
Corporate Associates
3G Sales & Service, Inc.
Arkansas Agricultural Consultants
Association
Arkansas Crop Protection Association
Arkansas Plant Food Educational
Society
Arkansas Research Management, Inc.
Arkansas Seed Dealers’ Association
Arkansas State Golf Association, Inc.
Arkansas Turfgrass Association
Arvest Trust Company
ASB Corporation
ConAgra Poultry Company
Eureka! Historic Hotels, Inc.
Fort Dodge Animal Health
Gamma Sigma Delta
George’s of Missouri, Inc.
Golf Course Superintendent
Association of Arkansas
Hubbard Farms Charitable Foundation
J. C. Penney Company, Inc.
J. V. Manufacturing, Incorporated
J. L. Jean Farm and Timber
Lawhon Farm Services, Inc.
Lewis Livestock, Inc.
Lonoke County Farm Bureau
Merial
Mid-South Section of International
Food Technologists
Northwest Arkansas Cattlemens
Association
R. A. Pickens and Son Company
Sebastian County Farm Bureau
Tyson Foods, Inc.
United Methodist Foundation
of Arkansas
Westwood Gardens, Inc.
White Commercial Corporation
Corporate Friends
A-Way, Inc.
Agri-Way Feed, LTD.
Alf Christianson Seed Company
Alma Farm Supply, Inc.
Alpha Zeta, No. 32100
American Milling Company
Anonymous Donor
Arkansas Alumni Association, Inc.
Arkansas Angus Auxillary
Arkansas Cattlemen’s Association
Arkansas Dryer & Warehouseman
Association, Inc.
Arkansas Livestock Show Association,
Inc.
Arkansas Meat Processors & Locker
Association
Arkansas State Bank
Arkansas State Horticultural Society
Arkansas-Oklahoma Angus Association
Associated Farms, Inc.
Bank Creditors Service
Bank of Bentonville
Bank of Lincoln
The Bank of North Arkansas
Bank of Pea Ridge
Best Building Components, LLC
Blakeman’s Fine Jewelry
Boots and Spurs Western Outfitters
Brangus Valley Ranch
Braun Agriservice, Inc.
Cafe Santa Fe, Inc.
Carson Grain Company
Central Solutions, Inc.
Chenal Country Club
Clarion Inn–Bentonville
CMW Nutrition
Country Heritage Garden Center
Crawford County Cattlemen’s
Association
Dannon Foods
Daughters of Demeter
Dawn Grain and Supply Company, Inc.
Deerfield Farms Service, Inc.
Delta Rice Services, Inc.
Diamond State Bank
Dillards Department Store
Duffy Grain, Inc.
Elenita’s Mexican Cafe
Entomology Club
Farm Credit Services of Western
Arkansas
The Farmers Co-Operative Association
Fayetteville Athletic Club
First Arvest Bank
First National Bank of Lowell
First National Bank of Sharp County
Fricke’s Grain Service
Fry’s Reproduction Center
George’s, Inc.
Heart of Georgia Peanut and Gin, Inc.
Hog City Diner
Holly Ridge Rice and Grain Terminal
Horticulture Club
Hoxie Grain, Inc.
Hudson Herefords
Ivy Laboratories, Inc.
J. C. Penney Company, Inc.
Joe’s Feed Service, Inc.
Kincannon and Reed
Lathrop Feed and Grain, Inc.
Law Elevator, Inc.
Liberty Mill, Inc.
Lincoln Bankshares, Inc.
Lindley’s Nursery, Inc.
Lindsey and Associates, Inc.
Maine Biological Laboratories
Marshalltown Trowel Company
Mason and Sons
Master Mix Feeds
McKinney Real Estate
C. E. McSwain and Sons, Inc.
Merial
Mickey’s Grain, Inc.
Morrill Elevator, Inc.
Mundy, Inc.
National Cotton Council
Northeast Oklahoma Angus
Association
Northwest Arkansas Cattlewomen
Olsen’s Elevator and Feed, Inc.
Olson’s Grain, Inc.
Ozark Brewing Company, Inc.
Paoli Farmers Co-operative
Elevator Co.
Perry Farm Service
Pettisville Grain Company
Pilgrim’s Pride Corporation
Post Familie Vinyards and Winery
Pre-Vet Club, U of A
Pure Line Food Company
Quality Grain, Inc.
Razorback Farms, Inc.
Red Lobster
Richland Grain Inc.
Robison Elevator, Inc.
Roche Vitamins, Inc.
Rogers High School
Rooks Farm Service, Inc.
Rosewood Grain
Ryan’s Department Store
Salem Grain Company, Inc.
Sara Kathryn’s, LTD.
The Scotts Company
Sidley and Austin
Simmons Industries, Inc.
Springdale Country Club
Stratton Seed Company
Sublette Farmers Elevator Company
Success Grain, Inc.
Sunray Co-op
The Toggery
Trainor Grain and Supply Company
Truman Farmers Elevator Company
United Cooperatives, Inc.
Wagoner County Master Gardeners
Wal-Mart Supercenter
Waldron Grain and Fuel Company
Walker Brothers Dry Goods
Walton Arts Center
Washington County Fair Association
Washington County Farm Bureau
Water Tech, Inc.
Western Seed Multiplication, Inc.
Wheeler Grain Company
Wiederkehr Winery
Winona Feed and Grain, Inc.
Winrock Farms, Inc.
Woodstone Ranch - A Partnership
Matching Gift
Company Donors
Alcoa Foundation
American Home Products Corporation
Ashland, Incorporated
BASF Corporation
The Boeing Company
CPC International
Deloitte and Touche
DowElanco
Elf Atochem North America
Foundation
Ernst and Young Foundation
Exxon Education Foundation
Georgia-Pacific Corporation
Gerber Products Company
Hoffmann-LaRoche, Incorporated
Jefferson-Pilot Corporation
Merck and Company, Incorporated
Monsanto Company
NationsBank
Novartis US Foundation
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company
Philip Morris Companies, Incorporated
Pioneer Hi-Bred International,
The Procter and Gamble Fund
The Prudential Foundation
The Quaker Oats Foundation
Rhone-Poulenc, Incorporated
Riviana Foods, Incorporated
TRW Foundation
Zeneca, Incorporated
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Horticulture, CSES honor outstanding alumni
NEW LANDMARK — The bell tower of the
Janelle Y. Hembree Alumni House is a new
campus landmark thanks to donations from
some 6,250 alums and friends for the $3 million
project. The building doubles the office space
and triples the public space of the former
structure. The naming gift was from H.L.
Hembree, H. Lawson Hembree and Scott
Hembree.
cial tomato industry. He also developed
okra and turnip varieties and was an
excellent teacher and advisor.
H.L. Hembree III, is the 1999
Outstanding Friend of Horticulture.
His long-term support includes assis-
tance for major improvements at the
Vegetable Substation at Kibler. He
retired in 1988 as CEO of Arkansas
Best Corporation, served on the UA
Board of Trustees, and provides leader-
ship for many organizations, such as the
Arkansas Chamber of Commerce, Boy
Scouts, St. Edwards Mercy Medical
Center and Razorback Foundation. He
owns Sugarhill Farms at Paris.  ■
Outstanding alumni and friends
were honored recently by the Crop,
Soil, and Environmental Sciences
Department and the Horticulture
Department.
Dr. James V. Gramlich, CSES
Outstanding Alumnus, has B.S.A. and
M.S. degrees from U of A and a Ph.D.
from Auburn University. During his
career with Eli Lilly and American
Cyanamid, his research led to two new
herbicides and four patents. He retired
in 1995 as president of the Agricultural
Research Division of American Cyana-
mid. He lives in Pennington, N.J., and
is president of the Technology Leader-
ship Associates consulting firm.
Stan McDaniel, a 1978 Horticul-
ture graduate, received the
department’s Early Career Alumnus
Award for 1999. McDaniel, who
worked his way through college
mowing grass and servicing lawns, is
owner of Healthy Lawns and Shrubs in
Little Rock, which has 40 employees in
three divisions.
Dr. Joe McFerran, BSA ’41 MS
’50, received the Senior Career Alum-
nus Award. He retired in 1986 after 40
years as a UA horticulture professor.
Tomato varieties he developed were
the foundation of Arkansas’ commer-
FAMILY LEGACY — Three generations helped celebrate the 60th
anniversary of the Home Economics Building during a homecoming
reception at the School of Human Environmental Sciences Oct. 30.
Tara Cash (right), a senior interior design major from Springfield, Mo.,
attended the reception with her mother, Shara Cash (left), and
grandmother, JoAnne Rife, both alumnae of the School.
PRE-GAME BRUNCH — Alumni, faculty and students prepared for
a rainy Oct. 29 Homecoming game vs. Auburn with a Land Grant
Days omelet brunch at the John W. Tyson Building. T. Lionel Barton
(left), BSA ’58 MS ’60, retired Extension poultryman, and Jerome
Yates (right), BSA ’58 MS ’59, retired from Campbell Soup and
Herider Farms, seriously consider game strategy with faculty
members Tom Yazwinski (back to camera), and Walter Bottje.
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Let us hear from you!
Got a new job? A new spouse? Moved to a different city? A different state?
Let us know about those milestones and anything else you’d like to share with
the alumni. Feel free to attach additional pages or newspaper clippings.
Name _______________________________________  Maiden ____________________
Address _________________________________________________________________
City/State ___________________________________________  ZIP ________________
Phone _____________________________
Graduation Year(s) _____________ Degree(s)  _________________________________
What’s the news? (new job, promotion, award, etc.) ________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Clip or photocopy this form and mail or Fax to:  Elizabeth Wheeler, DBCAFLS,
AGRI 206, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701, Fax (501) 575-7273,
or E-mail: ewheele@comp.uark.edu
Jean (Hampton) Pruitt, BSHE ’57
MS ’59, has returned from a United
Nations position with the International
Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, Austria.
She now resides in San Francisco and works
as a foreign affairs specialist with the U.S.
Department of Energy, where she manages
nuclear non-proliferation policy grants for
U.S. projects in China, Russia, India, the
Middle East and the Republic of Korea.
Willard David Beckenholdt, BSA
’62, writes that he has stopped growing
corn and soybeans in the heat of the
Midwest and has gone to the Oregon coast
for some “real retirement living.”
Cynthia Wilks, BSHE ’70 MS ’72,
hosted 40 U of A students and staff in
Bridgeton, N.J., for Breakaway 1999, an
alternative spring break experience linking
students to community organizations.
Dr. Steven Slack, BSA ’69 MS ’71, is
associate vice president for agricultural
administration and director of the Ohio
Agricultural Research and Development
Center, Ohio State University.
Dan York, BSA ’75, is investing in a
new pecan cracking and shelling plant near
Ashdown. His farm on the Red River in
Little River County produces several crops,
including pecans.
Cordia (Barton) Wilkinson
Harrington, BSHE ’76, the “bun lady,” is
building a second bakery to serve 40 states
for Pepperidge Farm and Trucking. Her
Tennessee Bun Company was just selected
for Music City (Nashville) Future 50 as one
of Tennessee’s fastest growing businesses
for 1999.
Gretchen (Scheurich) Mitchell,
BSHE ’78, is completing her 19th year as a
clinical dietitian at St. John Medical Center
in Tulsa, Okla., and is celebrating with a
trip to England, Ireland and Scotland this
fall.
Joyce Hardin, MS ’79 PhD ’81, is
chair of the Division of Science at Hendrix
College in Conway.
James Slade Strickland, BSA ’81, is
serving his 13th year as Director of Parks,
Recreation and Landscape Development
for Addison, Texas. He has been recog-
nized by the Texas Parks and Recreation
Society, the Texas Forest Service and the
American Society of Landscape Architects
for excellence in park design and construc-
tion.
Susan (Blagg) Holthoff, BSHE ’81,
is an eighth-grade career orientation
teacher at Dumas Junior High School and
is vice president of the Arkansas County
Teachers’ Association.
Carol Trout, MS ’81 PhD ’95, is a
research plant pathologist with USDA-ARS
at the New England Plant, Soil and Water
Laboratory in Orono, Maine.
Daniel Reynolds, MS ’84, received
the Outstanding Young Weed Scientist
Award by the Southern Weed Science
Society. Dr. Reynolds is in the Department
of Plant and Soil Sciences at Mississippi
State University.
Lisa Wood, BSA ’84 MS ’88, is with
the Department of Natural Resources in
Delaware.
Cynthia Garrett, BSHE ’85, is
recently employed with Collin County
Community College, Plano, Texas, in the
Child Development Department.
Scott Salom, MS ’85, and his wife,
Siti Hasim-Salom, B.Arch. ’86, are proud
parents of a son, Harris Ashari. Dr. Salom
has been promoted to associate professor
with tenure in the Department of Ento-
mology at Virginia Tech in Blacksburg.
Angela (Faulkner) Haws, BSHE ’89,
is expecting her first child in March and
was named the 1999 Arkansas Young
Dietitian of the Year.
Dr. Daniel Rainey, BSA ’90, is
assistant professor in the Department of
Agricultural and Applied Economics at
Clemson University. We’re pleased that he
was on campus recently to interview for a
position in agricultural business.
Stan Wullschleger, PhD ’90, was
awarded the 1998 Scientific Achievement
Award by the Department of Energy and
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. His
research centers on plant stress and the
response of forest trees and some agricul-
ture crops to global climate change.
We are saddened to report the death
of Gastov Clerge, BSA ’91, of liver cancer.
He was a Ph.D. candidate at Howard
University and a full-time employee with
the Food and Drug Administration.
Jerry Stephens, BSA ’92, is farm
manager for Uphill Farms in Clinton
Corners, N.Y. His wife, Mary, is complet-
ing requirements to transfer to the U of A
for her BSA degree.
Missi (Treadwell) Walker, BSHE ’92,
UA Residence Life and Campus Dining
Services, picked up a first place award in the
1999 American Society of Interior Design-
ers competition for her creative work on
Non-profit Org.
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Alumni News  (Cont. from page 15)
One out of every four graduates of the College is a member of the
College Alumni Society and Arkansas Alumni Association (AAA).
Membership increased by 4 percent this year, from 1,879 last fall to
1,948 this September. Dues-paying members account for 26 percent of
the total number of Bumpers College graduates listed in the database of
names and addresses maintained by the AAA.
Please join us, if you haven’t yet! Call 1-888-275-2586.
Dues are only $15 for graduates from the last 5 years and from the
Class of 1960 or before; $25 for other individuals or $30 per couple.
Benefits of membership include the Arkansas Land and Life magazine
from the College and the Division of Agriculture; the UA alumni maga-
zine, Arkansas; special alumni events; the Vision newsletter from the
College and Agricultural Experiment Station; Library and HPER access;
campus parking permits; and a host of special deals on insurance, internet
access, car rentals, motels, educational services, travel and more.  ■
Alumni Society grows 4 percent
the redesign of the Brough Commons
campus dining facility.
Steve Stephens, BSA ’92, is now
senior project engineer at Uncle Ben’s
Foods in Greenville, Miss.
Two agricultural education graduates,
Shana (McArthur) Cook, BSA ’94, and
Patti Priest, BSA ’95, have returned to
Arkansas as agricultural science teachers at
Decatur High School and Glen Rose High
School, respectively.
Sandi (Hart) Rommel, BSHE ’94,
taught in a day care/preschool for a year
before going back to the U of A for an
Arkansas Teaching Certificate. She
currently teaches fourth grade at Asbell
Elementary in Fayetteville.
Beginning January 2000, Alan Pearce,
BSA ’96 MS ’98, will become vice presi-
dent of the Bodcaw Bank in Stamps, Ark.
Randy Beard, BSA ’96, is in Fort
Smith as district field inspector for the
Arkansas Department of Environmental
Quality.
Tracey (Bowen) and Jeremy Powell,
BSAs ’97, reside in Stillwater, Okla., where
Tracey is in management training with Wal-
Mart and Jeremy is a third-year student at
Oklahoma State University College of
Veterinary Medicine.
Latisha (Fultz) Settlage, BSA ’97,
received the Master Scholarship in Agricul-
tural Finance for her thesis project,
“Factors Determining FSA Guaranteed
Loan Loss Claim Activity in the U.S. for
1989-1998.” Her thesis was selected to
represent the U of A in an award competi-
tion sponsored by the Conference of
Southern Graduate Schools. Both she and
her husband, Dan Settlage, BSA ’97, are
now working on Ph.D. degrees in agricul-
tural economics at Purdue University.
Julie (Bannister) Woods, BSA ’97
MS ’98, is working in research and
development for Cargill in N.D.
Matt Kirkpatrick, BSA ’97 MS ’99, is
a field representative for Allen Canning
Co., Siloam Springs.
Brenda Kidd, BSA ’98, is president of
the Poultry Science Graduate Association,
which raised money to host a fish-fry and
dance for visiting graduate students
attending the Poultry Science Association
meetings held recently in Fayetteville.
Clint Johnson, BSA ’98, is one of
four students nearing completion of the
Trans-Atlantic MS in agricultural econom-
ics. The program includes classes at the U
of A, at the Scottish Agricultural College in
Aberdeen, Scotland, and internship
experience.
Jennifer Harris, BSHE ’98, com-
pleted her dietetic internship at Vanderbilt
University Medical Center and is now a
clinical dietitian at Le Bonheur Children’s
Medical Center in Memphis.
Rhonda (Burkhardt) McRae, MS
’98, is in technical sales for Healthland
Food of Fayetteville. ■
